
 

Praying through brokenness with 
a Finger Labyrinth  

Sit comfortably, take a few deep breaths, be still 
and gently pray: I place myself in your presence 
Lord. Take your time, go slowly 

 

When you are ready… read the mosaic lyrics…
stay with the words that resonate with you  or 
with Psalm 34 “The Lord is close to the 
brokenhearted” 

Slowly trace the labyrinth path with a finger to 
the centre and acknowledge that Christ is 
journeying with you. Use a finger on the hand 
that you do not write with, just let your thoughts 
come to the surface and let them flow...  

When you reach the centre…lay down any 
burdens of brokenness... stay in the centre for a 
while and spend some time in prayer and 
reflection receiving God’s love and blessing. 

When you are ready…return along the same 
path... return gratefully, prayerfully ... you might 
like to say aloud a line from the mosaic lyrics or 
use your own words of prayer or response.

As you exit the labyrinth give thanks, leave your 
experience with God; you may want to reflect 
and write your thoughts in a prayer journal.  

Take your time, breathe. 

The Lord is close to the brokenhearted  
and saves those who are crushed in spirit  

Psalm 34 v 18




Mosaic (lyrics)
if a picture paints a thousand words , 

what do a thousand pictures say
a complex combination, a diverse disarray 

intricate arrangements, 
intimate potency of beautiful brokenness

broken hearts and broken promises,
broken lives and broken dreams

love takes no prisoners, it just leaves casualties
tender without breaking the skin, this human fragility  

does God's pick up the pieces for mosaic melody

then take these shattered fragments of this alabaster heart 
i'm in a thousand pieces, of smashed & fractured shards

what in the end i throw away do you see as a start 
a beautiful brokenness of a mosaic heart 

a beautiful brokenness such a beautiful brokenness

who we are, what we become ,the sum of all our parts
the good days and the bad days, the days we fell apart

do they complement and resonate something more sublime
part of a bigger picture? a mosaic design ?

rainbows last for moments moments last for years
we are just works in progress the sum of all our tears

in stillness and in silence standing back to see
as through a mirror darkly now mosaic mystery

then take these shattered pieces
I cannot be fixed, i'm in a thousand pieces of tiny little bits 

where all i see is debris can you see a hope?
turn these mosaics into a kaleidoscope 

of beautiful brokenness, such a beautiful brokenness
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Labyrinths are ancient pathways found across the world.  

The winding path helps us to ’unwind’, to let go and rest in 

God. Members of the early church as well as Medieval 

pilgrims have used them as a support for prayer.  

Today, labyrinths are being created in churches, retreat 

centres, schools, hospices and cathedrals to offer a spiritual 

space for prayer and reflection providing a stilling reflective 

space in a busy world.  

A labyrinth is different from a maze. A maze is full of dead -

ends and designed to get you lost. A labyrinth has only one 

path that always leads to the centre... if you stay on the path 

you cannot get lost.  

There is no right or wrong way to a labyrinth... no set pace... 

just follow the path in your own time...  

Finger labyrinths can be used for prayerful reflection when it 

is not possible to walk a full-sized labyrinth.  

Finger Labyrinth  
and 

Prayer Guide

..did not our hearts burn within us as he talked to us on the road…      

Luke 24:32  


